ABSTRACT

Objective To implement and evaluate the use of the conflict management framework (CMF) in four tertiary UK paediatric services.

Design Mixed methods multisite evaluation including prospective pre and post intervention collection of conflict data alongside semistructured interviews.

Setting Eight inpatient or day care wards across four tertiary UK paediatric services.

Interventions The two-stage CMF was used in daily huddles to prompt the recognition and management of conflict.

Results Conflicts were recorded for a total of 67 weeks before and 141 weeks after implementation of the CMF across the four sites. 1000 episodes of conflict involving 324 patients/families across the four sites were recorded. After implementation of the CMF, time spent managing episodes of conflict around the care of a patient was decreased by 24% (p<0.001) (from 73 min to 55 min) and the estimated cost of this staff time decreased by 20% (p<0.02) (from £26 to £21 sterling per episode of conflict). This reduction occurred despite conflict episodes after implementation of the CMF having similar severity to those before implementation. Semistructured interviews highlighted the importance of broad multidisciplinary leadership and training to embed a culture of proactive and collaborative conflict management.

Conclusions The CMF offers an effective adjunct to conflict management training, reducing time spent managing conflict and the associated staff costs.

What is known about the subject?

- Conflict poses a considerable psychological and financial burden on clinical teams, patients and families.
- Conflict management training has been shown to improve outcomes.
- There is a need for improved structural support for conflict management.

What this study adds?

- The conflict management framework was demonstrated to improve conflict management.
- Use of the framework resulted in decreased time spent on conflict management and the staff cost of conflict.
- Effective implementation requires strong cross-disciplinary conflict training and leadership to challenge cultural tolerance of conflict.

INTRODUCTION

Conflict is a complex phenomenon characterised by the experience of negative emotional reactions to perceived disagreements between two or more parties. Conflict is widely seen to be inevitable in healthcare settings. Without appropriate and timely management, conflict can result in harmful consequences for hospitals (legal costs, staff costs, increased staff turnover, decreased productivity), for staff (burnout, poor team cohesion, poor well-being) and most importantly for patients (including healthcare errors, poor therapeutic relationships and worse prognosis).1–5

Conflict management training has been shown to be effective in reducing the impact of conflict on hospitals, staff and patients/families. To facilitate the transfer of learning from training into practice, there have been calls for development and evaluation of structured conflict management processes.11–14

The conflict management framework (CMF) developed by the Medical Media Foundation (MMF) for use in paediatric settings is one of the few formalised strategies to managing healthcare conflict. The CMF has shown promise in reducing the frequency of conflicts and in improving staff self-reported scores of burnout in one Australian hospital.14

Building on previous work on recognising and managing conflict, this pilot project was developed to be implemented in daily huddles across four tertiary children’s wards to prompt the recognition and management of conflict.
undertaken to implement and evaluate the impact of the CMF on conflict within four tertiary UK paediatric services.

**METHODS**

**Sites**
Four sites were included in the intervention and evaluation: Evelina London Children’s Hospital, Leeds Children’s Hospital, the Royal Marsden Hospital Children and Young People’s Unit and Southampton Children’s Hospital. Collectively, these sites included eight clinical areas across medical, surgical and intensive care specialties.

In preparation for the introduction of the CMF protocol, staff within the four sites attended conflict management training workshops run by MMF. Workshops focused on three themes: conflict identification, conflict management skills and use of the CMF to provide structure to conflict identification and management across clinical teams.

Overall, 251 staff members attended a total of 15 full-day training sessions across three of the sites (see *table 1*). The fourth site (site D) had been conducting staff training in conflict management for the previous 5 years, so at this site a half-day training session focused on implementing the CMF was delivered to 14 senior nursing staff. Site C adopted a quality improvement approach for the implementation of the CMF, using run charts to inform staff on monthly progress.

**Intervention**

After preintervention training, each site implemented the CMF on a set date as a component of existing daily huddles and handovers (see *figure 1*). The CMF flowcharts (see online supplemental material 1) were used to prompt staff on the appropriate actions to take to de-escalate conflict. Actions taken were recorded on conflict data collection forms.

**Conflict management framework**

The CMF is a two-stage framework that provides a structure for clinicians to implement conflict management into routine practice (see online supplemental material 1).
CMF stage one is incorporated as a routine component of daily huddles or handovers and staff members review whether there are early signs of conflict around the care of any patient. Where signs of conflict are identified, the framework provides a structure for staff to engage with the family as soon and as effectively as possible, using the skills of compassionate communication and mediation skills from the preintervention training. Engagement at stage one involves identifying the staff members who will engage with the family to explore their concerns, establish underlying causes of the conflict and agree on a de-escalation plan. If stage one is unable to resolve the conflict and concerns are raised that the conflict could impact the quality of care of a patient, CMF stage two is activated.

CMF stage two is a more formal process of conflict management arranged in a series of steps for systematic and timely progression of actions, involving safeguarding legal, mediation and ethics teams when appropriate. The process begins with a collaborative ‘acceptance of responsibilities agreement’ between family and staff, escalates through formal warnings and if needed, ends with the exclusion of family member(s) from the service. A senior health professional takes responsibility for ensuring appropriate actions are followed and key senior staff at clinical and management levels are kept informed. The stepwise progression in stage two aims to empower and prompt staff to act collaboratively to reduce the likelihood of progression to formal warning or exclusion.

**Evaluation**

**Conflict data collection**

Quantitative data regarding conflicts were collected by senior ward nurses at each site. Preintervention and postintervention data collection sheets recorded time spent managing conflict, conflict severity and the staff members involved (see online supplemental material 2). Time spent managing conflict is one of the impacts of conflict most frequently reported by staff and was therefore selected as a main impact metric along with conflict severity and financial cost.

Baseline data were collected prospectively for 11–20 weeks before adoption of the CMF tool (see table 1 for breakdown by site). These data were collected by staff who had completed their conflict management training, to help prevent response-shift bias after training. Postintervention data were collected for 33–38 weeks (see table 1) and included the CMF actions taken (see online supplemental material 2).

**Data analysis**

Using the statistical package SPSS, we fitted median regression models for time spent on conflict, cost and maximum conflict severity score reached with each patient/family (the outcome variables). The independent (explanatory) variables for both models included timing of the conflict (before or after implementation of the CMF), hospital site, age of patient and the number of patients on the ward at the time of conflict. Conflict severity was included as an additional independent variable for the models for time and cost. Beta coefficients describing the relationship between the explanatory variables and the outcome variables were estimated by simplex algorithm. Alpha was set at the 0.05 level.

Cost of conflict was conservatively calculated using the hourly rates associated with the lowest pay point for each staff type category.

Where conflict cases crossed the implementation date, maximum conflict severity score for that conflict case was reported as pre or post CMF based on the date that maximum score was reached.

**Interviews and interview analysis**

Semistructured interview questions focused on staff objectives for the CMF, their experiences of the implementation and local adaptation of the CMF and the perceived impact of the CMF in their site. Purposive sampling was used to identify interviewees who had a lead role for implementing or facilitating use of the CMF and therefore were well placed to offer rich accounts of their experiences and challenges implementing the CMF.

A total of 16 interviews were conducted with 11 interviewees by a female researcher (LF) with a PhD in health research and experience of healthcare conflict research. Interviews were conducted pre intervention (n=5), mid-intervention (n=5) and post intervention (n=6). One doctor and senior nurse requested to be interviewed as a dyad at all three timepoints. Interviews lasted up to
45 min and were recorded for full transcription, with recorded verbal consent.

Qualitative data were coded and analysed by LF using a five-step process: familiarisation with the data set; identifying a thematic framework; indexing the data with reference to the thematic framework; synthesising responses into a working grid of themes and data interpretation and finalisation of key themes. Saturation of core themes was reached within the sample interviewed.

Governance
This project was reviewed by hospital clinical governance bodies at all four sites. As an evaluation of a staff development programme, ethics approval was not required.

A steering group comprised of senior medical and nursing clinicians from each site, academic evaluators and the conflict training leads met monthly.

Patient and public involvement
Patients were involved in the design and development of the CMF. Families of children who had experienced conflict were approached both formally and informally for their input into the framework. The questions we sought to address in the pilot project were developed in consultation with patients, healthcare staff and organisational stakeholders and outcome measures were selected for their relevance to these groups. Staff leads from each site were invited to formally join the project team, to share their learning throughout the project and to disseminate learning through their local channels.

RESULTS

Conflicts
Conflicts were recorded for a total of 67 weeks before and 141 weeks after implementation of the CMF across the four sites. There were 1000 episodes of conflict recorded with 324 patients/families across the eight included clinical areas. The median patient age was 12 months (IQR 3 months–9 years, n=328) in conflicts before implementation and 24 months (IQR 3 months–13 years, n=672) after implementation. Median patient age varied across sites, as shown in table 1.

Quantitative results
The median regression models are shown in online supplemental material 3. Time spent managing episodes of conflict with a patient was decreased after the CMF implementation by 24% (p<0.001) (from 73 min to 55 min) and the cost of this staff time decreased by 20% (p<0.02) (from £26 to £21 sterling per episode of conflict). The maximum conflict severity reached with each conflict case did not significantly change after application of the CMF.

Variation in time, cost and severity of conflicts was noted between sites, as shown in the median regression analysis (online supplemental material 3) and in figure 2. In particular, site A was noted to have reported lower impact of conflict in all three measures. At all sites, the maximum time spent on certain single episode of conflict at each site was many times higher than the median time (see figure 2). These extreme time costs equated to equally extreme financial costs for staff time. At site D, where conflict resolution training had been delivered over the preceding 5 years, higher severity of conflict was recorded both pre and post intervention, however the time staff spent to manage this conflict reduced significantly after implementation of the CMF tool.
Qualitative results

Themes generated from the interviews related to a challenge to the prevailing culture, the need for cross-disciplinary leadership and the need for conflict management training alongside the CMF.

A challenge to the prevailing culture

Using the CMF resulted in a fundamental culture change in both naming and then addressing behaviours which have traditionally been accommodated and normalised.

It’s a real, real culture change from the way we’ve been brought up in the NHS of … it’s natural families complain, you just have to kind of crack on and deal with and appease them and … just simmer things down quite quickly, rather than unpicking it more and letting … and opening it up. (Doctor, site D, mid-intervention)

Some staff felt that using the framework led to discomfort, requiring them to confront families and move out of their comfort zones.

It took all my courage to actually do the ‘responsibility agreement’ with this family. Everything in me wanted to duck out of that. I did do it. (Doctor, site B, mid-intervention)

Interviewees suggested that it was more effective when senior staff members lead conversations with families about conflict.

You have got this need to maintain a therapeutic relationship, and if the person delivering that message is part of the day to day clinical team, that sets up a kind of conflict in itself […] I would be a strong advocate that when it gets to a stage two, for everyone’s benefit you have someone that’s outside of the clinical team that can be seen as impartial. (Nurse, site D, post intervention)

The need for cross-disciplinary leadership

Interviewees at all sites viewed strong leadership from both nurses and doctors to be necessary for effective implementation of the CMF.

You need at least one champion in each area. So you need a consultant, you need a junior doctor, and you need a nurse and then senior nurse or matron…. I think you listen to people much more when you’re a similar kind, and also they understand your challenges. (Doctor, site D, mid-intervention)

They felt that this leadership needed to be from champions in the wards implementing the CMF, rather than more distally located, to ensure conflict was considered daily.

We’ve got a few champions on the unit... making sure it’s mentioned… So it has just been more, you know, it has been more visible to see really. (Nurse, site A, post intervention)

The CMF complemented conflict training

All interviewees reported training on conflict signs and management strategies was integral to use of the CMF and more important than training on use of the framework alone.

The training is] amazing, and the challenging, the language that you use. I put my team through it recently. There were some people that hadn’t done it and felt quite strongly that they needed to. And they came out saying ‘oh my god, it’s just amazing. I’ve completely changed how I speak to parents.’ (Nurse, site D, post intervention)

The CMF itself was seen to complement training by guiding how staff de-escalated conflict.

I don’t think training alone [is enough] because I think there has to be a process with trigger points, which the framework provides. (Doctor, site C, mid-intervention)

The number of staff trained varied between sites

The number of staff trained in site A and site B was considerably higher than in site C and site D (see table 1). Sites A and B both had a senior medical and nursing lead and dedicated administrative input in organising the training sessions and booking staff to attend. In contrast, site C had two senior medical leads but no additional administrative support to organise staff to attend the training and no nursing lead.

DISCUSSION

This pilot project demonstrated a reduction in staff time spent managing conflict and the associated staff cost of managing conflict after the implementation of the structured CMF and associated training. This reduction in time and cost occurred despite conflict episodes having similar severity after implementation of the CMF. Interviews highlighted that use of the CMF provoked a significant challenge to the prevailing culture of conflict avoidance. Interviewees stressed the importance of cross-disciplinary leadership to champion the introduction of the framework and the need to combine conflict management training with use of the CMF.

In line with previous work suggesting that a considerable proportion of time and economic cost of conflict result from a small number of highly fractious conflicts,2 11 18 19 each site had a small number of conflict
cases that required extreme amounts of staff time both inside and outside the clinical team.

There was significant variation in the impact of conflict reported between the sites. It is possible that some of the variation resulted from wider training at site A and site B compared with site C and site D. This would be in line with comments from interviewees about the importance of local champions for successful implementation of the CMF. The age range for patients in site B was older (1–24 years) than the other three sites (0–17 years). Increased time and financial cost associated with managing episodes of conflict associated with the care of older patients may have obscured the impact of the widespread training at site B. Further comparative research could focus on comparison between sites and identification of possible reasons for variation in impact of the CMF.

Limitations
The data used in this evaluation relied on clinician ratings, which would have been subject to some degree of inter-rater variation. We attempted to limit this variability by including a graded scale on the data collection sheet for conflict severity (online supplemental material 2), by ensuring that data collection sheets recording severity and time spent were filled in daily and by formally training designated individuals involved in data collection before they collected pre-CMF or post-CMF data.

Our assessment of the staff cost of conflict was deliberately conservative, based on the lowest salary point of a given staff type. We did not include other direct costs (such as legal costs for cases which were escalated beyond the clinical team, loss of staff productivity, staff absences or turnover, increased patient lengths of stay) or indirect costs of conflict (such as staff psychological distress). As such, the financial cost of conflict pre and post implementation of the CMF is likely to be considerably understated, as are the time costs.

There was considerable variation in the number of staff trained at each site, which could have limited the impact of the CMF. In the light of the positive impact of the CMF, further research is warranted into factors which affect the effectiveness of the framework.

The interviews included in this study were with staff members closely involved in the implementation of the CMF at each of the sites. These interviewees were well placed to comment on the experience and challenges of implementation, as they had a rich overview of the project from the perspective of their respective sites.

CONCLUSION
This multisite pilot project suggests that the CMF shows promise as a tool for supporting staff to manage healthcare conflict, reducing time spent managing conflict and the associated staff costs. Qualitative findings highlighted the value of having a formal structure with which to identify and manage conflict at different levels and the importance of multidisciplinary leadership to help embed a consistent approach. Providing clinicians with the skills and confidence to address conflict before it escalates may also combat a tendency by health professionals to avoid and tolerate conflict. This is likely to lead to improved staff well-being and greater patient/family satisfaction with the care and communication they receive from those caring for them or their child. Further testing of the CMF is required to evaluate its impact in additional sites over an extended period of time, including possible impact for staff. This work has been funded and began in Spring 2021.
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Working with families and patients to manage conflict and build consensus: a collaborative framework:

Core principles of this framework:
- Communicate and share information with consistency and compassion
- Maintain an open and trusting relationship with child and family
- Recognise early warning signs of conflict in families and patients
- Identify actions to take to manage conflict and build consensus
- Support staff if conflicts arise.

Barriers to trust & shared decision-making:
- Failing to listen/respond to family or patient cues
- Focusing on solutions rather than exploring concerns
- Inappropriate language (e.g. getting child or patient name wrong, using medical jargon)
- Making assumptions about parents/patients (think ‘worried parent’ not ‘difficult’ parent)
- Giving parents/patients mixed messages about their treatment and care.

Potential consequence: early signs of conflict

STAGE 1: early signs of conflict
- Avoiding i.e. parents/carers/patients avoiding health care professionals
- “micro-managing” i.e. parents/patients recording conversations, questioning expertise of health professionals, demanding only certain health professionals look after them or their child. This may have its origins in previous conflict so essential to explore.
- Trusting/open communication compromised

NB: these signs can be subtle and are often missed or left unacknowledged

Actions to consider
- Nurse + doctor and/or AHP to talk to patient/parents as soon as possible. Prepare together beforehand.
- Refer to appropriate ethical frameworks for decision-making if appropriate eg LTV framework
- Agree record of discussion with parent at end of meeting. Inform Lead consultant if necessary.
- Put agreed record of discussion on EPR or in notes and ensure parent(s) have a copy.
- Ensure appropriate support for staff is in place
- Consider: Would clinical ethics ctte referral and/or 2nd opinion help? If yes, start process. Would a neutral facilitator help? If yes, consider internal or external mediation
- Keep under review. Note: Stage 1 can last for varying periods of time depending on individual circumstances Has this de-escalated the situation?
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Working with families and patients to manage conflict and build consensus: a collaborative framework:

Stage 2: To be used if conflict is escalating, attempts to reach consensus in Stage 1 have not been successful and:

- Communication between family/patient and treating team is breaking down
- Situation is compromising patient care & affecting staff wellbeing
- Behavior of family members/patient is considered unacceptable e.g. behavior is frequently challenging or confrontational, staff are being frequently criticised or avoided, or parents/patient are refusing to allow treatment to be given

**Step 1**

**ACTIONS**
- Consider who in senior team needs to be consulted
- Consider whether existing clinical team can manage or external mediator required.
- Meet with family/patient to explain escalation process and sign Acceptance of Responsibilities Agreement. Document if refusal to sign.
- Refusal to sign does not mean ARA is not active.
- If ethics and/or 2nd opinion required, do you have this? If not, start process.
- Document outcome of meeting. Agree timescale for review.
- Consider seeking support from specialist media/comms / healthcare lawyers. Is application to court required?

**Step 2**

**At review:** is the formal warning helping to de-escalate the situation?

**ACTIONS**
- Arrange meeting with family/patient & 2 senior staff members to give formal warning and letter.
- Inform Legal & safeguarding teams, Medical Director & Head of Nursing as appropriate.
- Update medical records
- Agree timescale for review.

**Step 3**

**ACTIONS**
- Final warning letter given advising if no change, visits will be restricted or parents/patient excluded/discharged.
- Executive Director, Legal team, safeguarding & comms informed.
- Update notes. Agree timescale for review.
- Consider application to court.

**Step 4**

**At review, ask team:** Has the final warning helped to de-escalate or resolve the situation?

**ACTIONS**
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# For BEFORE Implementation of the Conflict Management Framework

## Reducing conflict between patients/families and staff—Daily Reporting Data Collection Sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Ward/Clinical Area</th>
<th>Date (dd/mo/yr)</th>
<th>Name and designation of person completing form</th>
<th>Time (hr/min)</th>
<th>Number of New ‘Conflict’ cases identified in past 24 hours</th>
<th>Number of ON-GOING ‘Conflict’ cases in last 24 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Complete 1 row in Table below for each identified ‘conflict’ case each day (use new sheet if >3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Identifier</th>
<th>Patient Age (yr/mo)</th>
<th>New ‘Conflict’ case (1)</th>
<th>Cause of Conflict (select all that apply from key below)</th>
<th>Severity of Conflict (from 1 – v low to 10 – v high) <strong>SEE BELOW</strong></th>
<th>Clinicians involved in managing this case today (select all that apply from key below)</th>
<th>Time taken by each staff member involved (approx. no of minutes/hours)</th>
<th>Additional comments (if any)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Causes of conflict (select all that apply)**

1. Advocating alternative medicine or untested treatments
2. Communication breakdown
3. Difficulty in accepting prognosis given
4. Disagreements about treatment
5. Discordance about withholding/withdrawing of life-sustaining treatment
6. Failure to attend clinic/meetings with clinicians:
7. Fear that resources are limiting treatment
8. Family attempting to micro-manage care
9. Multiple/discordant decision-makers in family
10. Not accepting child is medically fit for discharge
11. Physical/Verbal threats or disruptive behaviour
12. Religious beliefs
13. Unrealistic expectations/excessive healthcare demands
14. Other: Cause/s of this conflict (please specify)

**Clinicians Involved (select all that apply)**

a. Staff Nurse
b. Ward sister
c. Matron
d. Non-consultant doctor
e. Consultant
f. PNP
g. Therapist
h. Other (please specify)
# For AFTER Implementation of the Conflict Management Framework

**Reducing conflict between patients/families and staff– Daily Reporting Data Collection Sheet**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Ward/Clinical Area</th>
<th>Date (dd/mm/yy)</th>
<th>Time [hr/min]</th>
<th>Name and designation of person completing form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total numbers of patients on ward in last 24 hours</td>
<td>Number of New ‘Conflict’ cases identified in past 24 hours</td>
<td>Number of ONGOING ‘Conflict’ cases in last 24 hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Complete 1 row for each identified ‘conflict’ case each day (use new sheet if >3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Identifier</th>
<th>Patient Age (yr/mo)</th>
<th>New ‘conflict’ case = 1</th>
<th>Ongoing case = 2</th>
<th>CAUSE OF CONFLICT (select all that apply – enter numbers)</th>
<th>CONFLICT SEVERITY (1 = v low to 10 = v high)</th>
<th>CLINICIANS INVOLVED in managing case (select all that apply from key below – enter numbers)</th>
<th>TIME TAKEN by each staff member involved (approx. no of minutes / hours)</th>
<th>ACTIONS TAKEN (Enter letter(s) from ‘Action Stages’ below)</th>
<th>CONFLICT STATUS (Enter letter from list below)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CAUSES OF CONFLICT** (select all that apply)

1. Advocating alternative medicine / untested treatments
2. Communication breakdown
3. Difficulty in accepting prognosis given
4. Disagreements about treatment
5. Disagreement about withholding/withdrawing of life-sustaining treatment
6. Discordant / conflicting advice from clinical team
7. Failure to attend clinic / meetings with clinicians
8. Family attempting to micro-manage care
9. Family fear that resources are limiting treatment
10. Multiple/discordant decision-makers in family
11. Non-compliance with investigations / treatment plan / medication
12. Not accepting child is medically fit for discharge
13. Physical / verbal threats or disruptive behaviour
14. Religious beliefs conflicting with care
15. Unrealistic expectations / excessive healthcare demands
16. Other

**CLINICIANS INVOLVED**

1. Staff nurse
2. Ward sister
3. Matron
4. Non-consultant doctor
5. Consultant
6. PNP/ANP
7. Therapist
8. CNS
9. Site pract.
10. Other

**ACTIONS TAKEN**

**STAGE 1 ACTIONS**

- A. Informal discussion
- B. Planned meeting
- C. Discussion documented and agreed with parent(s) / patient
- D. Ethics referral
- E. Second opinion
- F. Team is aware of actions & discussions
- G. Formal escalation to stage 2

**STAGE 2 ACTIONS**

- H. Formal meeting
- I. Stage 2 case note started
- J. Written ‘Acceptance of Responsibilities’ agreement
- K. Senior hospital staff involved
- L. Formal warning
- M. Exclusion

**CONFLICT STATUS**

A. Ongoing stage 1
B. Ongoing stage 2
C. Resolved
### Severity of Conflict Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Severity Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Conflict</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Early or warning signs</strong></td>
<td>1 - 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family report receiving mixed messages about patient, treatment or prognosis (or staff identify this): Avoidance between staff / family (either way): Communication between staff and family may feel like series of skirmishes:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clear warning signs</strong></td>
<td>4 - 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents questioning expertise. Appear watchful and suspicious (may be covert recording). Increasingly demanding or controlling behaviour No de-escalation with initial intervention but stable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Escalating signs</strong></td>
<td>6 - 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication deteriorating between staff and parents. A series of battles: Influencing staff allocation: Situation deemed to affect ability to care for patient:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entrenched; stand off or violence</strong></td>
<td>9 - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour considered unacceptable Overt confrontation. Implied or actual violence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Additional comments

**Case 1:**

**Case 2:**

**Case 3:**
### Impact of the Conflict Management Framework from the median regression models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Coefficient (95%CI)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Post CMF</td>
<td>-12.16 (1.15, 23.17)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>13.82 (11.62, 16.02)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Age</td>
<td>1.44 (0.60, 2.27)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients on Ward</td>
<td>-0.05 (-0.65, 0.55)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site A</td>
<td>-16.04 (-31.41, -0.66)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site B</td>
<td>2.49 (-15.60, 20.58)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site C</td>
<td>-0.73 (-19.75, 18.29)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site D</td>
<td>Referent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Post CMF</td>
<td>-5.03 (0.67, 9.39)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>5.40 (4.53, 6.26)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Age</td>
<td>0.64 (0.32, 0.97)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients on Ward</td>
<td>0.04 (-0.20, 0.28)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site A</td>
<td>-5.54 (-11.63, 0.54)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site B</td>
<td>-5.77 (-12.93, 1.39)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site C</td>
<td>1.47 (-6.07, 9.01)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site D</td>
<td>Referent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max Severity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Post CMF</td>
<td>-0.40 (-1.95, 2.75)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Age</td>
<td>-0.03 (-0.09, 0.03)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients on Ward</td>
<td>0.09 (0.06, 0.11)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site A</td>
<td>2.07 (1.13, 3.01)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site B</td>
<td>2.79 (-1.97, 3.61)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site C</td>
<td>1.13 (0.02, 2.23)</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site D</td>
<td>Referent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

Negative coefficients indicate that the dependent variable (e.g. time) decreased when the dependent variable increased.

1 Time spent on a reported episode of conflict;
2 Direct staff cost in pounds sterling of managing a reported episode of conflict;
3 Severity of the reported conflict (rated 1-10)
4 Maximum severity level reported for a given patient
5 In the max severity model, patient age refers to the patient's median age over a series of reported conflicts;
6 Site D was used as the reference site for these median regression models;
7 The negative coefficient in Pre-Post indicates a decrease in the independent variable (e.g. Time) after implementation of the CMF.